6 August 2020

CONTINUING COVID SAFE OPERATIONS AS MANUFACTURER OF SPECIALISED MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT (PRESSURE EQUIPMENT)

NOTICE FOR ALL ULBREC CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS

Valued Customers and Suppliers

- **Ulbreck operations will remain OPEN FOR ON SITE WORK under the Stage 4 Restrictions** announced by the Victorian government until further notice

- Ulbreck is a specialised designer, manufacturer, repairer, and supplier of Pressure Equipment

- In addition to the direct classification as a Permitted Industry ([https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/manufacturing-stage-4-restrictions](https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/manufacturing-stage-4-restrictions)), the specialised equipment manufactured by Ulbreck is also necessary for the operations of Permitted Work Sites

- Ulbreck customers comprise almost entirely of critical industries classified as “Permitted Work Sites” “Open for On Site Work” under the Victorian government Stage 4 restrictions

- **Ulbreck operations will continue to operate under a detailed and compliant Covid Safe Plan** according to Victorian and Australian government regulations and guidelines

- **The Ulbreck board and every member of the dedicated Ulbreck team remains committed to Workplace Safety, Compliance and delivering for our Customers**

- **The Ulbreck supply chain** has consistently comprised of supply sourced from outside Victoria and from Victorian Suppliers we expect will continue operations under the Stage 4 Restrictions. There remains flexibility and reliability in the Ulbreck supply chain and the manufacturing team is focussed on managing risks as they may arise

- **Transport operations** necessary for Ulbreck operations and supply to Customers are listed as Permitted Industries under the Stage 4 Restrictions

- Victorian Suppliers are encouraged to contact Ulbreck for clarifications and updates regarding their operations, and to consider their position as a supplier of materials and services necessary for Permitted Work Sites including Ulbreck

We thank you for your ongoing support and commitment to working with Ulbreck and sustaining our unique capability as an Australian deep value chain manufacturer of specialised equipment for critical industries.

Yours faithfully,

Glenn Barrett
Managing Director

Ulbrich Products Pty Ltd
5 Brook Street, Thomastown
Vic 3083 Australia
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